


The game-changing modular 
room-in-room system. A new level 
of comfort and flexibility.





The most complex and flexible 
office system

Countless ways of arranging employees' comfort.

Mix, arrange and rearrange easily to build a flexible, 

human-centered workspace.



Ultimately 
comprehensive

From space dividers, to small 
free-standing rooms, to big 
multi-funcional hubs. OmniRoom 
can serve any office purpose.



Open roomRoom Mutlifunctional hub

Modular to its core





The room for 
every office 
task

Choose from 100+ ready-to-use 
rooms of different functions and 
sizes. Designed by architects. 
Based on real office floorplans.



Meet
32 ready-to-use meeting spaces 

with wall-mounted shelves 

and cabinets

Work
23 ready-to-use workstations for 

sitting and standing; personal 

spaces or hot desks

Lounge
16 configurations for chill out  

areas that prioritize comfort  

and relaxation

Support
6 complementary rooms, essential 

to office management, incl. 

cloakroom and copy point



1. Construction

2. System furniture

and accessories

3. Third party fit-out

Work 2x3 p2.v1.C



Shelves

Cabinets

Desks


& displays

OmniRoom Furniture Set



Wall-mounted

system of furniture

Every element can be hung on any wall 
and at any height for unprecedented 
accessibility and simplicity.



Plug & play

Freestanding
Build anywhere with no disturbance to the building.

No-tool assembly 
Save time and money by assembling even the big 

structures in just a few hours with a patent no-tool 

wall-linking system.

Quick arrangement
Add wall-mounted furniture to any wall and at any 

height for your team's needs and comfort.



Cost-effective
Spend less over time because OmniRoom is cheaper 

than traditional construction and infinitely more agile.

Futureproof
Meet any need over the years thanks to OmniRoom’s flexibility 

and durable components.

Easy as 1-2-3
Choose a fit-out that meets your needs and assemble with ease: 

20 minutes per 1 square meter with just three people.

Ready from day one
Plug OmniRoom in and it’s ready to use: ventilation, lighting, 

and electric sockets are already integrated.

Portable
Disassemble and reassemble with ease in case of changing 

location. The most portable room you can imagine.

Why to invest in the future of work



Seven timeless colors

and a wide selection 
of finishings.



Work Meet Lounge

Ash Gray



Clay Red

Work Lounge Meet



Ink Blue

Lounge Work



Meet Meet Work

Moon White



Sage Green

Lounge Work Support



Meet Lounge Support

Sand Beige



Void Black

Lounge Work



Flexible 
alternative
OmniRoom is a perfect alternative to building 

masonry and plasterboard constructions. 

Designed for 
disassembly
Our engineers implemented DfD tactics 

to ensure the next practical use of each 

OmniRoom’s element. 

Hero 
aluminum 
Aluminum construction of OmniRoom is 

100 percent recycled material that can be 

reused over and over again.

Long-term 
investment
Highly durable components and modularity 

makes it a lifetime investment.

Easily 
repairable
Constructed with easily replaceable elements 

so repair is quick, cheap, and easy.

Light 
on CO2 
Lightweight construction reduces CO2 

emissions in production and transportation.



Simple. Beautiful. Sustainable.


